
Lagripet® is a product especially
formulated to clean and eliminate
yellow or brown-yellowish colored
stains, produced in the coat under
the eyes due to tears. Its frequent
use prevents the coat discoloration
caused by tears.

LAGRIPET® External solution
TEAR STAIN CLEANER.

Technical Specification
SPECIES

Dogs and cats.
DOSAGE FORM

External solution.
THERAPEUTIC ACTION

Tear stain cleaner.
INGREDIENTS

Purified water, Propylene Glycol, Cocamidopropyl Betaina, Allantoina, Isothiazolinones.
INDICATIONS

Lagripet® is a product especially formulated to clean and eliminate yellow or brown-yellowish
colored stains, produced in the coat under the eyes due to tears. Its frequent use prevents the coat
discoloration caused by tears.
MODE OF APPLICATION

1. Moisten a cotton and apply it gently over the affected (stained) area, avoiding contact with the
eye surface.

2. Then dry with a dry cotton.
3. The areas very stained will require treatment on a daily basis, until the stains have been

removed.
4. When the stains have disappeared, treat regularly once a week to prevent the recurrence.

WARNINGS



- Keep out of the reach of children
- In case of accidental contact with the eyes, wash with plenty of water.
OBSERVATIONS

Do not have irritant substances.
CONSERVATION

Store in a cool, dry place, protected from light, below 30 ºC.
PRESENTATION

50 mL
PREPARED BY

Laboratorio Drag Pharma Chile Invetec S.A.
COUNTRIES WHERE IT IS MARKETED

Imported and distributed in Bolivia by:

ZOOFARMA
TEL: +(591)222-3357
Street Díaz Romero 1339, La Paz.

You have entered drug info or veterinary products intended exclusively (s) kind (s) indicated (s).

Drag Pharma Lab is not responsible for the consequences of misuse of the products, and the use of
this information without consulting a veterinarian
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